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The Cauchy problem on large time for the Water Waves
equations with large topography variations
Mésognon-Gireau Benoît˚
Abstract
This paper shows that the long time existence of solutions to the Water Waves equations remains
true for large amplitude topography variations in presence of surface tension. More precisely, the
dimensionless equations depend strongly on three parameters ε, µ, β measuring the amplitude of the
waves, the shallowness and the amplitude of the bathymetric variations respectively. In [2], the local
existence of solutions to this problem is proved on a time interval of size 1
maxpβ,εq
and uniformly
with respect to µ. In presence of large bathymetric variations (typically β " ε), the existence time
is therefore considerably reduced. We remove here this restriction and prove the local existence on
a time interval of size 1
ε
under the constraint that the surface tension parameter must be at the
same order as the shallowness parameter µ. We also show that the result of [5] dealing with large
bathymetric variations for the Shallow Water equations can be viewed as a particular endpoint case
of our result.
1 Introduction
We recall here classical formulations of the Water Waves problem, with and without surface tension. We
then shortly introduce the meaningful dimensionless parameters of this problem, and then state the local
existence result proved by [2]. We discuss the dependance of the size of the time interval with respect to
these parameters and then explain the strategy adopted in this paper to get an improved local existence
result.
1.1 Formulations of the Water Waves problem
The Water Waves problem puts the motion of a fluid with a free surface into equations. We recall here
two equivalent formulations of the Water Waves equations for an incompressible and irrotationnal fluid.
We then introduce the surface tension, and recall a local existence result by [2].
1.1.1 Free surface d-dimensional Euler equations
The motion, for an incompressible, inviscid and irrotationnal fluid occupying a domain Ωt delimited
below by a fixed bottom and above by a free surface is described by the following quantities :
- the velocity of the fluid U “ pV,wq, where V and w are respectively the horizontal and vertical
components
- the free top surface profile ζ
- the pressure P.
All these functions depends on the time and space variables t and pX, zq P Ωt. There exists a function
b : Rd Ñ R such that the domain of the fluid at the time t is given by
Ωt “ tpX, zq P Rd`1,´H0 ` bpXq ă z ă ζpt,Xqu,
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where H0 is the typical depth of the water. The unknowns pU, ζ, P q are governed by the Euler equations:$’&’%
BtV ` pV ¨∇` wBzqV “ ´∇P in Ωt
divpUq “ 0 in Ωt
curlpUq “ 0 in Ωt.
(1.1)
In these equations, V and w are the horizontal and vertical components the velocity evaluated at
the surface. We denote here ´gez the acceleration of gravity, where ez is the unit vector in the vertical
direction. The notation ∇ denotes here the gradient with respect to the horizontal variable X .
These equations are completed by boundary conditions :
$’&’%
Btζ ` V ¨∇ζ ´ w “ 0
U ¨ n “ 0 on tz “ ´H0 ` bpXqu
P “ Patm on tz “ ζpXqu.
(1.2)
The vector n in the last equation stands for the normal upward vector at the bottom pX, z “ ´H0`bpXqq.
We denote Patm the constant pressure of the atmosphere at the surface of the fluid. The first equation
states the assumption that the fluid particles does not cross the surface, while the last equation states
the assumption that they do not cross the bottom. The equations (1.1) with boundary conditions (1.2)
are commonly referred to the free surface Euler equations.
1.1.2 Craig-Sulem-Zakharov formulation
Since the fluid is by hypothesis irrotational, it derives from a scalar potential:
U “ ∇X,zΦ.
Here, ∇X,z denotes the three dimensional gradient with respect to both variables X and z. Zakharov
remarked in [20] that the free surface profile ζ and the potential at the surface ψ “ Φ|z“ζ fully determine
the motion of the fluid, and gave an Hamiltonian formulation of the problem. Later, Craig-Sulem, and
Sulem ([7] and [6]) gave a formulation of the Water Waves equation involving the Dirichlet-Neumann
operator. The following Hamiltonian system is equivalent (see [11] and [1] for more details) to the free
surface Euler equations (1.1) and (1.2):$&%Btζ ´Gψ “ 0Btψ ` gζ ` |∇ψ|2 ´ pGψ `∇ζ ¨∇ψq2
2p1` | ∇ζ |2q “ 0
where the unknown are ζ (free top profile) and ψ (velocity potential at the surface) with t as time variable
and X P Rd as space variable. The fixed bottom profile is b, and G stands for the Dirichlet-Neumann
operator, that is
Gψ “ Grζ, bsψ “
a
1` |∇ζ|2BnΦ|z“ζ ,
where Φ stands for the potential, and solves Laplace equation with Neumann (at the bottom) and
Dirichlet (at the surface) boundary conditions
#
∆X,zΦ “ 0 in Rd ˆ t´H0 ` b ă z ă ζu
φ|z“ζ “ ψ, BnΦ|z“´H0`b “ 0
(1.3)
with the notation, for the normal derivative
BnΦ|z“´H0`bpXq “ ∇X,zΦpX,´H0 ` bpXqq ¨ n
where n stands for the normal upward vector at the bottom pX,´H0 ` bpXqq. See also [11] for more
details.
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1.1.3 Water Waves with surface tension
In the presence of surface tension, the only difference with the classical Euler problem (1.1) is that the
pressure condition at the surface is changed into
P ´ Patm “ σκpζq on tz “ ζpt,Xqu,
where σ denotes the surface tension coefficient, and κpζq is the mean curvature at the surface
κpζq “ ´∇ ¨ p ∇ζa
1` |∇ζ|2 q.
The Zakharov/Craig-Sulem formulation has therefore to be changed into
$&%Btζ ´Gψ “ 0Btψ ` gζ ` |∇ψ|2 ´ pGψ `∇ζ ¨∇ψq2
2p1` | ∇ζ |2q “ ´
σ
ρ
κpζq. (1.4)
1.1.4 Dimensionless equations
Since the properties of the solutions depend strongly on the characteristics of the fluid, it is more conve-
nient to non-dimensionalize the equations by introducing some characteristic lengths of the wave motion:
(1) The characteristic water depth H0
(2) The characteristic horizontal scale Lx in the longitudinal direction
(3) The characteristic horizontal scale Ly in the transverse direction (when d “ 2)
(4) The order of the free surface amplitude asurf
(5) The order of bottom topography abott.
Let us then introduce the dimensionless variables:
x1 “ x
Lx
, y1 “ y
Ly
, ζ 1 “ ζ
asurf
, z1 “ z
H0
, b1 “ b
abott
,
and the dimensionless variables:
t1 “ t
t0
, Φ1 “ Φ
Φ0
,
where
t0 “ Lx?
gH0
, Φ0 “ asurf
H0
Lx
a
gH0.
After re scaling, four dimensionless parameters appear in the equation. They are
asurf
H0
“ ε, H
2
0
L2x
“ µ, abott
H0
“ β, Lx
Ly
“ γ, B0 “ ρgL
2
x
σ
,
where ε, µ, β, γ are commonly referred respectively as "nonlinearity", "shallowness", "topography",
"transversality" and "Bond" parameters.
For instance, the Zakharov-Craig-Sulem system (1.4) becomes (see [11] for more details) in dimen-
sionless variables (we omit the "primes" for the sake of clarity):
$’’&’’%
Btζ ´ 1
µ
Gµ,γrεζ, βbsψ “ 0
Btψ ` ζ ` ε
2
|∇γψ|2 ´ ε
µ
pGµ,γ rεζ, βbsψ ` εµ∇γζ ¨∇γψq2
2p1` ε2µ | ∇γζ |2q “ ´
1
B0
κγpε?µζq
ε
?
µ
,
(1.5)
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where Gµ,γrεζ, βbsψ stands for the dimensionless Dirichlet-Neumann operator,
Gµ,γrεζ, βbsψ “
a
1` ε2|∇γζ|2BnΦ|z“εζ “ pBzΦ´ µ∇γpεζq ¨∇γΦq|z“εζ ,
where Φ solves the Laplace equation with Neumann (at the bottom) and Dirichlet (at the surface)
boundary conditions
#
∆µ,γΦ “ 0 in Rd ˆ t´1` βb ă z ă εζu
φ|z“εζ “ ψ, BnΦ|z“´1`βb “ 0,
and where the surface tension term is
κγpζq “ ´∇γ ¨ p ∇
γζa
1` |∇γζ|2 q.
We used the following notations:
∇
γ “ tpBx, γByq if d “ 2 and ∇γ “ Bx if d “ 1
∆µ,γ “ µB2x ` γ2µB2y ` B2z if d “ 2 and ∆µ,γ “ µB2x ` B2z if d “ 1
and
BnΦ|z“´1`βb “
1a
1` β2|∇γb|2 pBzΦ´ µ∇
γpβbq ¨∇γΦq|z“´1`βb.
1.2 Main result
Alvarez-Lannes ([2]) proved the following local existence result. We use the notation a_ b “ maxpa, bq.
Theorem 1.1 Under reasonable assumptions on the initial conditions pζ0, ψ0q, there exists a unique
solution pζ, ψq of the Water Waves equations p1.5q with initial condition pζ0, ψ0q on a time interval
r0; T
ε_β s, where T only depends on initial data.
For a precise statement, see section 2.3 and see [11] Theorem 9.6 and Chapter 4 for a complete proof.
The fact that T does not depend on µ allowed the authors to provide a rigorous justification of most
of the Shallow Water models used in the literature for the description, among others, of coastal flows.
In these models, one has β “ Opεq and therefore the time scale for the solution is Op 1
ε_β q “ Op1ε q.
There exists however some asymptotics models assuming small amplitude surface variation (ε “ Opµq)
and large bottom variation β “ Op1q. This is the case of the well-known Boussinesq-Peregrine model
([4],[3],[14]) that has been used a lot in applications. For such a regime, Theorem (1.1) provides an
existence time of order Op1q only. Our aim is here to improve this result in order to reach an Op1
ε
q
existence time. We prove the following result.
Theorem 1.2 The Water Waves equation with surface tension (1.6) admits a solution on a time interval
of the form r0; 1
ε
s where T only depends on B0µ and on the initial data.
In order to prove Theorem (1.2), we use a method inspired by Bresch-Métivier [5] and Métivier-
Schochet [13]. The only condition we need is that there is a small amount of surface tension. More
precisely, we assume that the capillary parameter 1
B0
is at the same order as the shallowness parameter
µ.
In the context of the method used by [5], we start by rescaling the time by setting t1 “ tε. The
Theorem 1.1 now gives an existence time of order ε in these new scaled variables. The Craig-Sulem-
Zakharov formulation of the Water Waves problem in the newly scaled variables is$’’&’’%
Btζ ´ 1
µε
Gψ “ 0
Btψ ` 1
ε
ζ ` 1
2
| ∇γψ |2 ´ 1
µ
pGψ ` εµ∇γζ ¨∇γψq2
2p1` ε2µ | ∇γζ |2q “ ´
1
B0ε
κγpε?µζq
ε
?
µ
.
(1.6)
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The difficulty is therefore to handle the singular Op1
ε
q terms of this equation. For the sake of clarity,
let us sketch the method of [5], [13] on the example of the Shallow-Water equations, implemented in [5].
The Shallow-Water equations can be read in the present setting variables
$’&’%
Btζ ` 1
ε
∇
γ ¨ phV q “ 0
BtV ` pV ¨∇γqV ` 1
ε
∇
γζ “ 0.
(1.7)
We denoted h the total height of water:
hpt,Xq “ 1` εζpt,Xq ´ βbpXq
and
V pt,Xq “ 1
hpt,Xq
ż εζpt,Xq
´1`βbpXq
V pt,X, zqdz
the vertical mean of V , the horizontal component of the velocity. The natural energy associated to this
equation is
Epζ, V q “ 1
2
|ζ|22 `
1
2
phV , V q2.
By derivating in time it is easy to check that E
`pεBtqkζ, pεBtqkV ˘ is uniformly bounded with respect to
ε. It is however not the case for Hs norms of these unknowns with s ě 1, because of commutators terms
with the bottom parametrization that are of order β
ε
and therefore singular if β “ Op1q. Now, to recover
an energy uniformly bounded with respect to ε for the spatial derivatives, we use the equation (1.7) to
write
∇
γζ “ εBtV ` εR,
where |R|2 ď C with C independent of ε. Thus ∇γζ is bounded in L2 norm uniformly with respect to
ε. It allows us to recover a control of |ζ|H1 . For V , the equation (1.7) gives that |∇γ ¨ phV q|2 is bounded
by |pεBtqζ|2 (bounded uniformly), and taking the rotational of the second equation, one has that rotpV q
satisfies a symmetric hyperbolic equation of the form
BtcurlV ` V ¨∇γcurlV “ R
with
|R|L2 ď C,
and with C independent of ε, and thus curlV is uniformly bounded in L2 norm. With an ellipticity
argument, one recovers an uniform bound for V in H1 norm. By induction, one can recover the same
bound for higher order space derivatives.
We propose here an adaptation of this method to the Water Waves problem. The structure of the
equation is important for this method. For example, for the Water Waves equation (1.6) without surface
tension (
1
B0
“ 0), one can differentiate the energy
Epζ, ψq “ 1
2
pGψ,ψq2 ` 1
2
|ζ|22
with respect to time, and check that
E
`pεBtqζ, pεBtqψ˘ ď C, (1.8)
where C does not depend on ε. One has, for this energy, the equivalence
Epζ, ψq „ 1
2
|PpεBtqψ|22 `
1
2
|pεBtqζ|22 (1.9)
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where P is equivalent to the square root of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator, and acts as an order 1{2
operator (see later Section 2.3):
P “ |D
γ |
p1`?µ|Dγ |q1{2 .
The problem is then to recover higher order space derivatives estimates. The second equation of (1.6)
gives
ζ “ εBtψ ` εR
where |PR|2 ď C with C independent of ε. Using (1.9), this equation only provides a bound uniform with
respect to ε for |Pζ|2, and one recover only 1{2 space derivative. The same goes for the first equation:
|Gψ|2 is bounded uniformly with respect to ε by |εBtζ|2, and the ellipticity of G allows us to recover a
bound for ψ in H1 norm, and thus we only gained 1{2 derivative with respect to the control provided
by (1.8). We can overcome this problem by taking into account the surface tension term. Indeed, the
energy for the equation (1.6) is
Epζ, ψq “ |ζ|22 `
1
B0
|∇γζ|22 ` |Pψ|22.
As explained above, it is easy to get a uniform bound of the energy for times derivatives. The first
equation yields
1
µ
Gψ “ pεBtqζ
and thus 1
µ
Gψ is bounded uniformly in L2 and 1?
B0
H1 norm. One can then prove a uniform bound
for |P∇ψ|2, depending on B0µ, using the ellipticity of G. Note that we pay special attention to the
dependence of the surface tension on the existence time; it is indeed important to get a dependence on
Boµ and not only on B0 since this weaken our assumption on the size of the capillary effects.
1.3 Notations
We introduce here all the notations used in this paper.
1.3.1 Operators and quantities
Because of the use of dimensionless variables (see before the "dimensionless equations" paragraph), we
use the following twisted partial operators:
∇
γ “ tpBx, γByq if d “ 2 and ∇γ “ Bx if d “ 1
∆µ,γ “ µB2x ` γ2µB2y ` B2z if d “ 2 and ∆µ,γ “ µB2x ` B2z if d “ 1
∇
µ,γ “ tp?µBx, γ?µBy, Bzq if d “ 2 and tp?µBx, Bzq if d “ 1
∇
µ,γ ¨ “ ?µBx ` γ?µBy ` Bz if d “ 2 and ?µBx ` Bz if d “ 1
curlµ,γ “ tp?µγBy ´ Bz, Bz ´?µBx, Bx ´ γByq if d “ 2
Remark 1.3 All the results proved in this paper do not need the assumption that the typical wave
lengths are the same in both direction, ie γ “ 1. However, if one is not interested in the dependance
of γ, it is possible to take γ “ 1 in all the following proofs. A typical situation where γ ‰ 1 is for
weakly transverse waves for which γ “ ?µ; this leads to weakly transverse Boussinesq systems and the
Kadomtsev–Petviashvili equation (see [12]).
We use the classical Fourier multiplier
Λs “ p1´∆qs{2 on Rd
defined by its Fourier transform as
FpΛsuqpξq “ p1 ` |ξ|2qs{2pFuqpξq
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for all u P S 1pRdq. The operator P is defined as
P “ |D
γ |
p1 `?µ|Dγ |q1{2 (1.10)
where
FpfpDquqpξq “ fpξqFpuqpξq
is defined for any smooth function f and u P S 1pRdq. The pseudo-differential operator P acts as the
square root of the Dirichlet Neumann operator (see later 2.4).
We denote as before by Gµ,γ the Dirichlet-Neumann operator, which is defined as followed in the
scaled variables:
Gµ,γψ “ Gµ,γrεζ, βbsψ “
a
1` ε2|∇γζ|2BnΦ|z“εζ “ pBzΦ´ µ∇γpεζq ¨∇γΦq|z“εζ .
where Φ solves the Laplace equation
#
∆γ,µΦ “ 0
Φ|z“εζ “ ψ, BnΦ|z“´1`βb “ 0
For the sake of simplicity, we use the notation Grεζ, βbsψ or even Gψ when no ambiguity is possible.
1.3.2 The Dirichlet-Neumann problem
In order to study the Dirichlet-Neumann problem (1.3), we need to map Ωt into a fixed domain (and not
on a moving subset). For this purpose, we introduce the following fixed strip:
S “ Rd ˆ p´1; 0q
and the diffeomorphism
Σεt :
S Ñ Ωt
pX, zq ÞÑ p1` εζpXq ´ βbpXqqz ` εζpXq
It is quite easy to check that Φ is the variational solution of (1.3) if and only if φ “ Φ ˝ Σεt is the
variational solution of the following problem:#
∇µ,γ ¨ P pΣεt q∇µ,γφ “ 0
φz“0 “ ψ, Bnφz“´1 “ 0,
(1.11)
and where
P pΣεt q “ | detJΣεt |J´1Σεt
tpJ´1Σεt q,
where JΣεt is the jacobian matrix of the diffeomorphism Σ
ε
t . For a complete statement of the result, and
a proof of existence and uniqueness of solutions to these problems, see [11] Chapter 2.
We introduce here the notations for the shape derivatives of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator. More
precisely, we define the open set Γ Ă Ht0`1pRdq2 as:
Γ “ tΓ “ pζ, bq P Ht0`1pRdq2, Dh0 ą 0,@X P Rd, εζpXq ` 1´ βbpXq ě h0u
and, given a ψ P
.
Hs`1{2pRdq, the mapping:
Grε¨, β¨s : Γ ÝÑ H
s´1{2pRdq
Γ “ pζ, bq ÞÝÑ Grεζ, βbsψ.
We can prove the differentiability of this mapping. See Appendix A for more details. We denote
djGph, kqψ the j-th derivative of the mapping at pζ, bq in the direction ph, kq. When we only differentiate
in one direction, and no ambiguity is possible, we simply denote djGphqψ or djGpkqψ.
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1.3.3 Functional spaces
The standard scalar product on L2pRdq is denoted by p , q2 and the associated norm | ¨ |2. We will
denote the norm of the Sobolev spaces HspRdq by | ¨ |Hs .
We introduce the following functional Sobolev-type spaces, or Beppo-Levi spaces:
Definition We denote 9Hs`1pRdq the topological vector space
9Hs`1pRdq “ tu P L2locpRdq, ∇u P HspRdqu
endowed with the (semi) norm |u| 9Hs`1pRdq “ |∇u|HspRdq.
Just remark that 9Hs`1pRdq{Rd is a Banach space (see for instance [8]).
The space variables z P R and X P Rd play different roles in the equations since the Euler formulation
(1.1) is posed for pX, zq P Ωt. Therefore, X lives in the whole space Rd (which allows to take fractionary
Sobolev type norms in space), while z is actually bounded. For this reason, we need to introduce the
following Banach spaces:
Definition The Banach space pHs,kpp´1, 0q ˆ Rdq, |.|Hs,k q is defined by
Hs,kpp´1, 0q ˆ Rdq “
kč
j“0
Hjpp´1, 0q;Hs´jpRdqq, |u|Hs,k “
kÿ
j“0
|Λs´jBjzu|2.
2 Main result
This section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.2. In §2.1 we introduce the energy space ENσ used in
the Water Waves equations. This energy plays an important role in the proof of the main result, since
the key point consists in proving that this energy is uniformly bounded with respect to ε. We also recall
in this Subsection the method used to prove the local existence theorem for the Water Waves equation.
The proof of the local existence relies on the important assumption that the Rayleigh-Taylor condition
holds; this is discussed in §2.2. The following §2.3 states the main result of this paper, that is, the precise
statement of Theorem 1.2. The last §2.4 is dedicated to the proof of this result.
2.1 The energy space
The purpose of this section is to introduce the energy space used in the proof of the local existence result
for the Water Waves equation. To this purpose, we explain the strategy of this proof. We adapt here
the approach of [11] to the rescaled in time equations (2.12), pointing out where the singular terms are.
We recall that we rescale the time variable for the equation (1.5) by setting
t1 “ tε.
The Water Waves equation with surface tension (1.5) in the newly scaled variables is$’’&’’%
Btζ ´ 1
µε
Gψ “ 0
Btψ ` 1
ε
ζ ` 1
2
| ∇γψ |2 ´ 1
µ
pGψ ` εµ∇γζ ¨∇γψq2
2p1` ε2µ | ∇γζ |2q “ ´
1
B0ε
κγpε?µζq
ε
?
µ
.
(2.12)
Remark 2.1 We recall that
κγpζq “ ´∇γ ¨ p ∇
γζa
1` |∇γζ|2 q,
so the surface tension term that appears on the right hand side of the second equation of (2.12) is only
of size
1
ε
(thought at first sight it seems of size
1
ε2
).
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The purpose of the proof of an existence time uniform with respect to ε for this equation in the
newly time scaled variables, is to get an uniform bound with respect to ε for a good quantity called the
energy which controls Sobolev norms of the unknowns. By a continuity argument, one can deduce a time
existence independent of ε. For the Water Waves equation with surface tension (2.12), a natural quantity
appears to act as an "energy". If we look at the linearized equation around the rest state ζ “ 0, ψ “ 0,
we find a system of evolution equations
BtU ` 1
ε
AσU “ 0, with Aσ “
ˆ
0 ´ 1
µ
Gr0, βbs
1´ 1
B0
∆γ 0
˙
.
This system can be made symmetric if we multiply it by the symmetrizerˆ
1´ 1
B0
∆γ 0
0 1
µ
Gr0, βbs
˙
,
where U “ tpζ, ψq. In [2],[11], Gr0, βbs is replaced by Gr0, 0s in Aσ. Here, we cannot perform this
simplification because the error would be of size Opβ
ε
q and therefore singular since β “ Op1q. This
suggests a natural energy of the form
|ζ|22 `
1
B0
|∇γζ|22 ` p
1
µ
Gr0, βbsψ, ψq2.
The last term is uniformly equivalent to |Pψ|22 where P is defined in (1.10). See later Remark 2.9 for a
precise statement. Thus, P acts as the square root of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator and is of order 1{2.
This energy has not the sufficient order of derivatives to have a real control of the unknowns. For
instance, the product |∇γψ|2 in the second equation of (2.12) is not defined if ψ is only H1{2pRdq. To
recover a control of the unknowns at a higher order, the classical scheme for this kind of method, is
to differentiate the equation (2.12) in order to get an evolution equation of the unknowns BkXiζ, BkXiψ.
For this purpose, we need to use an explicit shape derivative formula with respect to the surface for the
Dirichlet Neumann operator. It is given in Appendix Theorem A.3:
dGphqψ “ ´εGphwq ´ εµ∇γ ¨ phV q
with
w “ Gψ ` εµ∇
γζ ¨∇γψ
1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2 and V “ ∇
γψ ´ εw∇γζ.
See [11] Chapter 3 for a full proof of this formula. By differentiating N times the first equation of (2.12),
one finds after some computation that, for |pα, kq| “ N ,
BtBpα,kqζ`∇γ ¨pV Bpα,kqζq´p 1
µε
GpBpα,kqψ´εwBpα,kqζq`1
ε
ÿ
jPN˚,l1`...`lj`δ“pα,kq
djGpBl1b, ..., BljbqBδψqq “ R,
with, for any d` 1-uplet of integers pα, kq “ pα1, ..., αd, kq, |pα, kq| “
řd
i“1 αi ` k, and with the notation
@pα, kq “ pα1, ..., αd, kq P Nd`1, Bpα,kqf “ Bα1X1 ...BαdXdpεBtqkf
and where, without entering technical details
|R|HN´1 ď C
where C does not depend on ε. This evolution equation can be found by differentiating N times the
Dirichlet-Neumann operator Grεζ, βbsψ and thus R contains derivatives of the form
dGpBl1ζ, ..., Bljζ, Bm1βb, ..., BmkβbqBδψ
where the shape derivatives of G with respect to ζ have an ε factor that cancel the
1
ε
singularity (see
also the definition of dG in Section 1.3). Finally, the only singular terms comes from the derivatives of
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the Dirichlet Neumann operator with respect to the bottom. Up to some extra singular source terms
coming from the shape derivatives with respect to the bottom, this equation has the same structure as
(2.12), with Bpα,kqζ and Bpα,kqψ´ εwBpα,kqζ playing the role of ζ and ψ respectively, These quantities are
the so called "Alinhac good unknowns" and will be denoted by:
@|pα, kq| ě 1 ζpα,kq “ Bpα,kqζ, ψpα,kq “ Bpα,kqψ ´ εwBpα,kqζ. (2.13)
An evolution equation for the unknown ψpα,kq in term of the good unknowns can be also obtained (see
later Section 2.4).
In the surface tension case, the leading order operator is the surface tension term κγ . This leads to
some technical complications. For instance, in order to control the time derivatives of κγ , one has to
include the time derivatives of the unknowns in the energy. This method has been used by [15], [10]
to study the Water Waves Problem with surface tension. Time derivatives and space derivatives play a
different role in this proof, and we use the notation
@k P N, ζpkq “ pεBtqkζ, and ψpkq “ pεBtqkψ ´ εwpεBtqkζ
for time derivatives, and
@α P Nd,@k P N, ζpα,kq “ pεBtqkBαζ and ψpα,kq “ pεBtqkBαψ ´ εwpεBtqkBαζ
such that fpα,kq denotes indeed the good unknown defined by (2.13) with index the d ` 1-uplet pα, kq.
See [11] Chapter 9 for more details about how to handle the time derivative in the energy.
All these considerations explain why we do not use, for the local existence result of the Water Waves
equations, an energy involving terms of the form BkXiψ but rather the following energy:
E
N
σ pUq “ |ζ|22 ` |Pψ|2Ht0`3{2 `
ÿ
pα,kqPNd`1,1ď|pα,kq|ďN
|ζpα,kq|2H1σ ` |Pψpα,kq|
2
2 (2.14)
where
|f |2H1σ “ |f |
2
2 `
1
B0
|∇γf |22. (2.15)
The choice of N is of course purely technical, and made in particular to have the different products
of functions well-defined in the Sobolev Spaces used. Again, it is very important to note that the time
derivatives of order less than N appear in the equation.
We consider solutions U “ pζ, ψq of the Water Waves equations in the following space:
ENσ,T “ tU P Cpr0, T s ;Ht0`2 ˆ
.
H2pRdqq, ENσ pUp.qq P L8pr0, T squ
2.2 The Rayleigh-Taylor condition
We explained in Subsection 2.1 that the Water Waves equations (2.12) can be "quasilinearized". In these
quasilinearized equations, a quantity appears to play an important role. It is called the "Rayleigh-Taylor
coefficient" (see [11] Chapter 4 and also [16] for more details) and is defined by
apζ, ψq “ 1` εpεBt ` εV ¨∇γqw “ ´ε P0
ρag
pBzP q|z“εζ (2.16)
where w “ pBzΦq|z“εζ and V “ p∇γΦq|z“εζ are respectively the horizontal and vertical component of
the velocity U “ ∇X,zΦ evaluated at the surface.
The condition for strict hyperbolicity of the Water Waves system appears to be the following "Rayleigh-
Taylor condition": a ą 0. This makes the link with the classical Rayleigh-Taylor criterion
inf
Rd
p´BzP q|z“εζ ą 0
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where P is the dimensionless pressure. See [17] for more details. Ebin ([9]) showed that the Water Waves
problem (without surface tension) is ill-posed if the Rayleigh-Taylor condition is not satisfied. Wu [19]
proved that this condition is satisfied by any solution of the Water Waves problem in infinite depth. It
is proved also in [11] Chapter 4 that this is also true in finite depth for the case of flat bottom. For
the surface tension case, the Rayleigh-Taylor condition does not need to be satisfied in order to have
well-posedness, but the existence time depends too strongly on the surface tension coefficient and is then
too small for most applications to oceanography.
2.3 Statement of the result
We now state the main result.
Theorem 2.2 Let t0 ą d{2,N ě t0 ` t0 _ 2 ` 3{2. Let U0 “ pζ0, ψ0q P EN0 , b P HN`1_t0`1pRdq. Let
ε, γ, β be such that
0 ď ε, β, γ ď 1,
and moreover assume that:
Dhmin ą 0, Da0 ą 0, 1` εζ0 ´ βb ě hmin and apU0q ě a0 (2.17)
Then, there exists T ą 0 and a unique solution Uε P ENσ,T to (2.12) with initial data U0. Moreover,
1
T
“ C1, and sup
tPr0;T s
E
N
σ pUεptqq “ C2
with Ci “ CpENσ pU0q,
1
hmin
,
1
a0
, |b|HN`1_t0`1 , µB0q for i “ 1, 2.
It is very important to note that T does not depend on ε for small values of ε. The Theorem 1.2
gives an existence time of order ε as ε goes to zero, if β is of order 1. We prove here that it is in fact, of
order 1. Note that the topography parameter β is fixed in all this study.
Let us now give a result for the Water Waves equation with surface tension (1.5) in the initial time
variable. The local existence Theorem 1.1 provides an existence time of order 1
ε_β to the initial Water
Waves equation (1.5) with surface tension. After the rescaling in time t1 “ tε, the Theorem 1.1 provides
an existence time of order ε
ε_β „ εβ as ε goes to 0. Now, the main result Theorem 2.2 claims that the
existence time is in fact of order 1 in this variable. It gives then the following result:
Theorem 2.3 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, there exists a unique solution pζ, ψq of the Water
Waves equation (1.6) with initial condition pζ0, ψ0q on a time interval r0; T
ε
s where
1
T
“ C1, and sup
tPr0;T s
E
N
σ pUεptqq “ C2
with Ci “ CpENσ pU0q,
1
hmin
,
1
a0
, |b|HN`1_t0`1 , µB0q for i “ 1, 2.
This last result gives a gain of an order
1
ε
with respect to the time existence provided by Theorem 1.1.
It is very important to note that the existence time given by Theorem 2.2 depends on the constant
B0µ. It implies for instance that in the shallow water limit (µ ! 0), less on less capillary effects are
required (recall that the capillary effects are of order 1
B0
). This is the reason why in the limit case µ “ 0
corresponding to the shallow water equations and investigated in [5], no surface tension is needed. We
discuss about the shallow water regime in the Section 2.5.
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2.4 Proof of Theorem 2.2
The key point of the proof of Theorem 2.2 is the following Proposition:
Proposition 2.4 Let Uε “ pζε, ψεq be the unique solution of the equation (2.12) on the time interval
r0;T εs and
Kε “ sup
tPr0,T εs
E
N
σ pUεptqq.
Then we have, with the previous notations:
@t P r0;T εs, ENσ pUεqptq ď C0 ` C1pKεqpt` εq (2.18)
where C0 “ C0pENσ pUε|t“0qq and C1pKεq “ C1pKε,
1
hmin
,
1
a0
, |b|HN`1_t0`1 , B0µq are non decreasing func-
tions of their arguments.
Proof of Proposition 2.4 The quantity ε is fixed throughout the proof. We consider a solution Uε “
pζε, ψεq on a time interval r0;T εs of (1.5) given by the standard local existence Theorem 1.1. To alleviate
the notations, we omit, when no ambiguity is possible, the ε in the notation Uε in the following estimates.
Moreover, C will stand for any non decreasing continuous positive function. Let us first sketch the proof.
(i) The evolution equation for time derivatives of the unknowns is "skew symmetric" with respect to
1
ε
terms: these large terms cancel one another in energy estimates. This allows us to get the improved
estimate (2.18) for time derivatives:
|pεBtqkζ|H1σ ` |PpεBtqkψ|2 ď C1pKqt` C0; k “ 0..N (2.19)
This is proved in Lemma 2.7.
(ii) To get higher order estimates (with respect to space variables), we use the equation (2.12) to get
1
µ
GppεBtqkψq “ pεBtqk`1ζ ` εR
where |R|H1σ ď C1pKq. By the first step of the proof, the term pεBtqk`1ζ satisfies the "good" control
(2.19) inH1σ norm. Since G is of order one and elliptic, this should allow us to recover one space derivative
for PpεBtqkψ, with the desired control (2.18). But there is a little constraint, due to the factor 1B0 in the
definition of the H1σ norm (2.15):
|f |2H1σ “ |f |
2
2 `
1
B0
|∇γf |22.
One has to use precisely the definition of the operator P given in (1.10) by
P “ |D
γ |
p1 `?µ|Dγ |q1{2
and the inequality
|Pψ|2 ď M
µ
pGψ,ψq2
(see below Proposition 2.4) to get that |Dγ |Pψ is bounded in H1 norm by a constant depending on µB0.
One can use the same technique to control ∆γζ with pεBtqk`1ψ in H1σ norm, and recover again one space
derivative for ζ. By finite induction, one recovers the control of the form (2.18) for ζpkq and ψpkq. This
is done in Lemma 2.10.
For this proof, we choose (taking smaller time existence if necessary) T ε such that
@t P r0;T εs, aptq ě a0
2
and hptq “ 1` εζptq ´ βb ě hmin
2
. (2.20)
The first condition may be satisfied given the continuity in time of a (see the definition of a in (2.16)) on
the time interval r0;T εs, provided that Bta P L8pr0;T εs;Rdq (this is proved in the control of A3 below).
The second condition is satisfied by the fact the solution ζ lives in the space Cpr0;T εs;Ht0`2pRdqq, and
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the continuous embedding Ht0 Ă L8pRdq given t0 ą d{2. This gives the continuity in time of h (note
that b is also in L8pRdq).
Now let us prove the desired estimate (2.18) for time derivatives of ψ and ζ. Because of the energy
space introduced in (2.14), we want to control quantities like
Epα,kq “ |ζpα,kq|2H1σ ` |Pψpα,kq|
2
2, |pα, kq| ď N
with α “ 0. Let k be fixed. We look for the equations for the unknown Uk “ pζpkq, ψpkqq. We denote the
Rayleigh-Taylor coefficient by
a “ 1` εpεBt ` εV ¨∇γqw.
By differentiating k times the equations (2.12) with pεBtqk, one find after some computations the following
result:
Lemma 2.5 The unknown Upkq satisfies the following equation:
BtUpkq ` 1
ε
AσrU sUpkq `BrU sUpkq ` CkrU sUpk´1q “ tpRk, Skq (2.21)
with the operators
AσrU s “
ˆ
0 ´ 1
µ
G
a´ 1
B0
∇γ ¨Kp?µε∇γζq∇γ 0
˙
,
BrU s “
ˆ
V ¨∇γ 0
0 V ¨∇γ
˙
,
and
CkrU s “
ˆ
0 ´ 1
µ
dGpεBtζq
1
B0ε
∇γ ¨Kpkqr?µ∇γζs 0
˙
,
and where
Kp∇γζq “ p1` |∇
γζ|2qId ´∇γζ b∇γζ
p1` |∇γζ|2q3{2 ,
and
Kpkqr∇γζsF “ ´∇γ ¨
”
dKp∇γBtζq∇γF ` dKp∇γF q∇γBtζ
ı
.
The residual tpRk, Skq satisfies the following control :
|Rk|H1σ ` |PSk|2 ď C1pKq. (2.22)
Remark 2.6 Let us explain why the residual has to satisfy an estimate of the form (2.22). The energy
for ζpkq, ψpkq is of the form
|Pψpkq|22 ` |ζpkq|22 `
1
B0
|∇γζpkq|22.
In order to get energy estimate, we differentiate this energy with respect to time, which leads to the control
of terms of the form
1
µ
pBtψpkq, Gψpkqq2, pBtζpkq, ζpkqqH1σ .
In order to control these quantities, we replace Btpζpkq, ψpkqq by their expressions given by the equation
(2.21). All terms satisfying a control of the form (2.22) are harmless for the energy estimate, since they
lead to the control of terms such as
1
µ
pGψpkq, Skq, pζpkq, RkqH1σ
which is easily done.
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Proof of Lemma 2.5 The differentiation of the first equation of (2.12) takes the form (recall that Gψ
stands for Grεζ, βbsψ and thus any derivative of G with respect to ζ involves an ε factor)
pεBtqkBtζ “ 1
µε
GpεBtqkψ ` 1
µε
dGppεBtqkζqψ ` 1
µε
dGpεBtζqψpk´1q
` 1
µε
ÿ
1ďj1`...`jm`lďk
1ďl
εj1`...`jmdGppεBtqj1ζ, ..., pεBtqjmζqpεBtqlψ.
Using the explicit shape derivative formula with respect to the surface for G given by Proposition A.3,
we get that
dGppεBtqkζqψ “ ´εGppεBtqkζwq ´ εµ∇γ ¨ ppεBtqkζV q,
and thus using the definition of ζpkq, ψpkq given by (2.13), one gets the following evolution equation:
pεBtqkBtζ`∇γ ¨pV ζpkqq´
1
µε
Gψpkq´
1
µε
dGpεBtζqψpk´1q “
1
µε
ÿ
1ďj1`...`jm`lďk
1ďl
εj1`...`jmdGppεBtqj1ζ, ..., pεBtqjmζqpεBtqlψ.
The term dGpεBtζqψpk´1q is controlled in L2 norm, but not in H1σ norm. The terms of the right hand
side involve derivatives of ψ of order less than N ´ 2 and then can be put in a residual Rk with a
control (2.22), using Proposition A.4. The differentiation of the second equation of (2.12) involves the
linearization of the surface tension term
1
ε
?
µ
pεBtqkκγpε?µζq “ ´∇γ ¨Kpε?µ∇γζq∇γpεBtqkζ `Kpkqrε
?
µ∇γζspεBtqk´1ζ ` ...
The second order operator Kpkq is not controlled in H1{2 norm (or |P ¨ |2 norm). The other terms can
be put in the residual Sk with a control (2.22). See [11] Chapter 9 for a complete proof of the evolution
equation in terms of unknowns ψpkq,ζpkq.
l
We now show that the singular terms of size Op1
ε
q are transparent in the energy estimates for the
evolution equation (2.21). This yields the bounds announced in (2.19).
Proposition 2.7 One has the following estimate for all 0 ď k ď N :
|ζpkq|H1σ ` |Pψpkq|2 ď C2pKqt` C0,
where C0 “ CpENσ pU|t“0qq and C2 “ Cp
1
hmin
,
1
a0
, |b|HN`1_t0`1q are non decreasing function of their
arguments.
Remark 2.8 An evolution equation can also be obtained for space derivatives, and then takes the form
BtUpα,kq `
1
ε
A˜σrU sUpα,kq `BrU sU­pα,kq ` Cpα,kq “ tpRpα,kq, Spα,kqq (2.23)
with
A˜σrU s “
ˆ
0 ´ 1
µ
G
a´ 1
B0
∇γ ¨Kp?µε∇γζq `ř|α|`|δ|ďN dGpBα1b, ..., BαjbqBδψ 0
˙
.
and
U­pα,kq “
dÿ
j“1
Upα´ejq,k ` Upα,k´1q
with ej the unit vector in the j ´ th direction. This system is then non symmetrizable with respect to 1
ε
terms, and the controls are not uniform with respect to ε, due to spatial derivatives of the bottom. This
is the reason why we have to control the time derivatives first, and then use the structure of the equation
to recover higher order derivatives. In the case of a flat bottom β “ 0, or almost flat bottom β “ Opεq,
the terms involving space derivatives of b in A˜σrU s can be put in the residual and are easy to control.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 as considered in [2] gives then a time existence of order 1
ε
.
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Proof of Lemma 2.7 The system (2.21) can be symmetrized with respect to main order terms of size
1
ε
if we multiply it by the operator
S
1rU s “
ˆ
a´ 1
B0
∇γ ¨Kpε?µ∇γζq∇γ 0
0 1
µ
G
˙
. (2.24)
This suggests to introduce
E0 “ 1
2
|ζ|2H1σ `
1
2µ
pGψ,ψq2 ` 1
2B0
p ∇
γζa
1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2 ,∇
γζq2, k “ 0
Ek “ pS1rU sUpkq, Upkqq2. k ‰ 0 (2.25)
The quantity
Nÿ
k“0
Ek is uniformly equivalent to the energy E
N
σ introduced in (2.14):
Lemma 2.9 There exists M “ Cp 1
hmin
, |ζ|Ht0`1 , |b|Ht0`1 , 1a0 ,Kq where C is a non decreasing function
of its arguments, such that
1
M
E
N
σ ď
Nÿ
k“0
Ek ďMENσ .
Proof of Lemma 2.9 This is proved in [11]; we give here the main steps of the proof for the sake of
completeness.
(i) We start to use the following inequalities (see [11] Chapter 3):
pψ, 1
µ
Gψq2 ďM0|Pψ|22 and |Pψ|22 ďM0pψ,
1
µ
Gψq2
for all ψ P
.
H1{2pRdq, where M0 is a constant of the form Cp 1hmin , |ζ|Ht0`1 , |b|Ht0`1q. The same inequality
stands for space and time derivatives.
(ii)Thanks to the Rayleigh-Taylor condition (2.20), we have also:
1
M
1
2
|ζ|2 ď 1
2
pζ, aζq2 ďM 1
2
|ζ|2,
with M a constant of the form Cp 1
a0
,Kq. The same inequality stands for space and time derivatives.
(iii) At last, Kpε?µ∇γζq is a dˆ d symmetric matrix uniformly bounded with respect to time and ε,
1
M
|ζpkq|H1σ ď pKpε
?
µ∇γζq∇γζpkq,∇γζpkqq2 ďM |ζpkq|H1σ
where M is a constant of the form C1pKq. l
Because the term CkrU sU pk´1q which appear in the equation (2.21) contains order two derivatives
with respect to ζpk´1q, the time derivative of the energies Ek are actually not controlled by the energy
ENσ . To overcome this problem, we slightly adjust the twisted energy Ek for k “ N by defining
Fk “ εpS2rU sUpk´1q, Upkqq2 if k “ N,
“ 0 if k ‰ N,
where
S
2rU s “
ˆ
1
B0
Kpkqpε?µ∇γζq 0
0 1
µ
dGpεBtζq
˙
.
The presence of the ε in Fk is a consequence of the first time scaling t
1 “ tε. The matrix operator S2rU s
symmetrizes the subprincipal term Ck. One derives with respect to time this "energy". Our goal is to
have, for all 0 ď k ď N
d
dt
pEk ` Fkq ď C1pKq.
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We will at the end recover a similar estimate for the energy Ek by a Young inequality in the control of
Fk by the Ej .
Control of d
dt
E0
One get, using the symmetry of G:
dE0
dt
“ pBtζ, ζq2 ` 1
B0
p ∇
γζa
1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2 ,∇
γBtζq2 ` 1
µ
pGψ, Btψq2 `A1,
where, the commutator terms rG, Bts and r 1?
1`ε2µ|∇γζ|2 , Bts are
A1 “ ´
` 1
2B0
pε2µ∇γζ ¨ Bt∇γζq∇γζ
p1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2q3{2 ,∇
γζ
˘
2
` 1
2µ
pdGpεBtζqψ, ψq2.
Using the equations (2.12) to replace Btζ and Btψ in this equality, one can write
dE0
dt
“ 1
µε
pGψ, ζq2 ´ 1
µε
pGψ, ζq2 ` 1
µε
1
B0
p ∇
γζa
1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2 ,∇
γGψq2 ´ 1
µε
1
B0
p ∇
γζa
1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2 ,∇
γGψq2
`A1 `B1 `B2,
where
B1 “ ´ 1
2µ
p|∇γψ|2, Gψq2,
B2 “ 1
µ
` pGψ ` µ∇γpεζq ¨∇γψq2
2p1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2q ,
1
µ
Gψ
˘
2
.
The large terms of order
1
ε
cancel one another, thanks to the symmetry of the equation. One must now
control A1, B1 and B2 in order to get the desired estimate for E0.
- Control of A1 Let us start with the first term of A1. We use the fact that |εBtζ|H1σ and |ζ|H1σ are
bounded by C2pKq, since N ě 2. Moreover, since N ě t0`1, one has that ∇γζ P L8pRdq with a control
by C2pKq, and thus one can write, using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
| ´ ` 1
2B0
pε2µ∇γζ ¨ Bt∇γζq∇γζ
p1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2q3{2 ,∇
γζ
˘
2
| ď 1
2
|εBtζ|H1σ |ζ|H1σ |∇γζ|2L8pRdq
ď C2pKq.
To control the second term of A1, we use the Proposition A.4 in the Appendix with s “ 0 to write
| 1
2µ
pdGpεBtζqψ, ψq2| ďM0|εBtζ|Ht0`1 |Pψ|2|Pψ|2,
whereM0 is a constant of the form Cp 1hmin , |ζ|Ht0`1 , |b|Ht0`1q. Moreover, εBtζ is controlled in Ht0`1 norm
by C2pKq, since N ě t0 ` 2 and thus, one has
| 1
2µ
pdGpεBtζqψ, ψq2| ď C2pKq.
- Control of B1 One has to remark that ∇
γψ is L8pRdq. Indeed, one has
|Λt0∇γψ|2 ď C|Pψ|Ht0`3{2 ,
where C does not depends on µ nor ψ. Since this last term is controlled by the energy, one has that
∇γψ P L8pRdq with a control by C2pKq. Thus, one can write
| 1
2µ
p|∇γψ|2, Gψq2| ď |∇γψ|L8pRdq
1
µ
|Gψ|2|∇γψ|2
ď C2pKq.
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Now, using the second point of Proposition A.1 with s “ 1{2, one gets that
| 1
2µ
p|∇γψ|2, Gψq2| ď C2pKqMp3{2q|Pψ|H1
where Mp3{2q is a constant of the form Cp 1
h0
, |ζ|Ht0`1 , |b|Ht0`1 , |ζ|H3{2 , |b|H3{2q. Just note that the first
point of Proposition A.1 does not suffice here, since we want a control of 1
µ
Gψ and not only of 1
µ3{4
Gψ.
This is the interest of the second point of this Proposition: the Dirichlet-Neumann operator G has to be
seen as a 3{2 order operator in order to be controlled uniformly with respect to µ.
- Control of B2 We already noticed in the previous controls that ∇
γζ and ∇γψ were in L8pRdq with
a C2pKq control. Moreover, by Proposition A.1 with s “ t0 ` 1{2, one gets
1
µ
|Λt0Gψ|2 ďMpt0 ` 3{2q|Pψ|Ht0`1{2
ď C2pKq
and thus 1
µ
Gψ is L8pRdq with a C2pKq control. Then, we write, using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
B2 ď 1
µ
|Gψ|L8pRdq ` εµ|∇γζ|L8pRdq|∇γψ|L8pRdqq
ˆ
|∇γψ|L8pRdqε|∇γζ|2 ` |Gψ|2
˙
1
µ
|Gψ|2
ď C2pKq
where we used again Proposition A.1 to control 1
µ
Gψ in L2 norm.
- Synthesis To conclude, we proved that
dE0
dt
ď C2pKq,
which gives, by integrating in time, the following inequality:
@t P r0;T εs, E0ptq ď C2pKqt` C0
where C0 only depends on the norm of the initial data.
Control of d
dt
pEk ` Fkq for k ‰ 0
We deal here with the case k “ N (if k ă N , there is no term of order more than N that appears in
the derivative of the energy). Recall that for k “ N , we have
Ek ` Fk “ pS1rU sUpkq, Upkqq2 ` εpS2rU sUpk´1q, Upkqq2.
Therefore, by derivating in time, and using the symmetry of S1rU s we get
d
dt
pEk ` Fkq “ pS1rU sUpkq, BtUpkqq2 ` εpS2rU sUpk´1q, BtUpkqq2
` p“Bt,S1rU s‰Upkq, Upkqq2 ` pBtpS2rU sUpk´1qq, Upkqq2.
We replace BtUpkq by its expression given in the quasilinear system (2.21). One gets
d
dt
pEk ` Fkq “ pS1rU sUpkq,´1
ε
AσrU sUpkq ´BrU sUpkq ´ CkrU sUpk´1qq2
` εpS2rU sUpk´1q,´1
ε
AσrU sUpkq ´BrU sUpkq ´ CkrU sUpk´1qq2
` p“Bt,S1rU s‰Upkq, Upkqq2 ` pBtpS2rU sUpk´1qq, Upkqq2
` pS1rU sUpkq, tpSk, Rkqq2 ` εpS2rU sUpk´1q, tpSk, Rkqq2.
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Thanks to the symmetry, the large terms of size
1
ε
cancel one another, ie
1
ε
pS1rU sUpkq,AσrU sUpkqq2 “ 0.
This is fundamental and based on the fact that the evolution equation for the unknown Upkq is still
symmetrizable with respect to 1
ε
terms. Again, it is not the case for the evolution equation in term of
spatial derivatives Upα,kq. Then, the commutators between Upkq and subprincipal terms of Ck, which
are not controlled by the energy (mainly because of the order two operators) also cancel one another,
because of the choice of Fk. More precisely, one gets
´pS1rU sUpkq, CkrU sUpk´1qq2 ´ pS2rU sUpk´1q,AσrU sUpkqq2 “ 0.
One can also check that
εpS2rU sUpk´1q, CkrU sUpk´1qq2 “ 0.
To conclude, we proved that
d
dt
pEk ` Fkq “ A1 `A2 `A3 `A4 `B1 `B2 `B3 `B4 `B5 `B6,
where p“Bt,S1rU s‰Upkq, Upkqq2 “ A1 `A2 `A3 with
A1 “ 1
2µ
pdGpεBtζqψpkq, ψpkqq2,
A2 “ 1
2B0
pBt
`
Kpε?µ∇γζq˘∇γζpkq,∇γζpkq˙
2
,
A3 “ 1
2
ppBtaqζpkq, ζpkqq2.
The term pBtpS2rU sUpk´1qq, Upkqq2 “ A4 is given by
A4 “ 1
µ
pεBt
`
dGpεBtζqpψpk´1qq
˘
, ψpkqq2 ` 1
B0
pεBt
ˆ
Kpkqr?µ∇γζsζpk´1q
˙
, ζpkqq2.
We denote the terms coming from the evolution equation contained in ´pS1rU sUpkq ´BrU sUpkqq2 by
B1 “ p´V∇γ ¨ ζpkq, aζpkqq2 ´
1
B0
p∇γpV ¨∇γζq,Kp?µε∇γζq∇γζpkqq2
and
B5 “ ´pV ¨∇γψpkq, 1
µ
Gψkq
and the term ´εpS2rU sUpk´1q, BrU sUpkqq2 is
B2 “ ´ε 1
µ
pdGpBtζqψpk´1q, V ¨∇γψpkqq2 ´ 1
B0
εpKpkqr?µ∇γζsζpk´1q, V ¨∇γζpkqq2.
Finally, the residual terms pS1rU sUpkq, tpSk, Rkqq2 ` εpS2rU sUpk´1q, tpSk, Rkqq2 which are the most easy
terms to control are denoted by
B3 “ pRk, aζpkqq2,
B4 “ `ε 1
µ
pdGpBtζqψpk´1q, Skq2 ` εpKpkqr?µ∇γζsζpk´1q, Rkq2
and
B6 “ pSk, 1
µ
Gψpkqq2.
We then need to control all these terms by a constant of the form C2pKq in order to get the desired
estimate. These controls requires bounds for quantities such as dGph, kqψ or Gψ, which can be obtained
by the use of Propositions A.1, A.2 and A.4.
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-Control of A1 Using Proposition A.4 with s “ 0, one gets
| 1
2µ
pdGpεBtζqψpkq, ψpkqq2| ďM0|εBtζ|Ht0`1 |Pψpkq|22
ď C2pKq
since N ě t0 ` 2.
-Control of A2 We start to check that BtpKpε?µ∇γζqq is bounded in L8pRdq by C2pKq:
BtpKpε?µ∇γζqq “ 2ε
2µ∇γζ ¨ Bt∇γζId´ ε2µp∇γζ b∇γBtζ `∇γBtζ b∇γζq
p1` ε2µ|∇γ |2q3{2
´ 3
2
p1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2Id´ ε2µ∇γζ b∇γζqp2ε2µBt∇γζ ¨∇γζq
p1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2q5{2 .
Because of the energy expression given by (2.14), one has that ∇γζ P L8pRdq (since N ě t0 ` 1),
εBt∇γζ P L8pRdq (since N ě t0 ` 2) and thus we get
|BtpKpε?µ∇γζqq|L8pRdq ď C2pKq.
Thus, one can writeˇˇˇˇ
1
2B0
ˆ
Bt
`
Kpε?µ∇γζq˘∇γζpkq,∇γζpkq˙
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C2pKq 1
B0
|∇γζpkq|2
ď C2pKq.
-Control of A3 We prove that
|Bta|L8pRdq ď C2pKq.
Recall that
a “ 1` εpεBt ` εV ¨∇γqw.
By derivating with respect to time, one get
Bta “ pεBtq2w ` pεBtqV ¨∇γw ` V ¨∇γpεBtqw.
We need to use an explicit expression of the horizontal and vertical component of the velocity at the
surface V and w here:
w “ Gψ ` εµ∇
γζ ¨∇γψ
1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2 , and V “ ∇
γψ ´ εw∇γζ.
If one takes brutally the εBt and pεBtq2 derivatives of these expressions, one has to deal with terms of
the form
d2GppεBtq2ζqψ, d2GpεBtζ, εBtζqψ, dGpεBtζqpεBtψq, GpεBtq2ψ.
For the first and second terms, we use Proposition A.5 with s “ t0 ` 1{2 to get
|d2GpεBtζ, εBtζqψ|Ht0 ďM0µ3{4|pεBtq2ζ|2Ht0`1 |Pψ|Ht0`1{2
ď C2pKq
since N ě t0 ` 3. For the third term, we apply the same result to get
|dGpεBtζqpεBtψq|Ht0 ďM0µ3{4|εBtζ|Ht0`1 |PεBtψ|Ht0`1{2 .
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There is a bit more work to achieve in order to control the term |PεBtψ|Ht0`1{2 . We write, noticing that
N ě t0 ` 3{2,
|PεBtψ|Ht0`1{2 ď
ÿ
βPNd,|β|ďN´1
|PεBtBβψ|2
ď
ÿ
βPNd,|β|ďN´1
|Pψpβ,1q `Pεwζpβ,1q|2
using the definition of ψpα,kq given by (2.13). Using the fact that |Pf |2 ď Cµ´1{4|f |H1{2 , we get
|PεBtψ|Ht0`1{2 ď
ÿ
βPNd,|β|ďN´1
|Pψpβ,1q|2 ` µ´1{4ε|wζpβ,1q|H1{2
ď
ÿ
βPNd,|β|ďN´1
|Pψpβ,1q|2 ` µ´1{4ε|w|Ht0C2pKq
where we used the Sobolev estimate |fg|1{2 ď C|f |Ht0 |g|H1{2 to derive the last inequality. At last, we
use Proposition A.1 with w (see the remark at the end of this Proposition) and with s “ t0 ` 1{2 to get
|PεBtψ|Ht0`1{2 ď
ÿ
βPNd,|β|ďN´1
|Pψpβ,1q|2 ` εµ1{2Mpt0 ` 1q|Pψ|Ht0`1C2pKq
ď C2pKq
and finally we proved
|dGpεBtζqpεBtψq|Ht0 ď C2pKq.
It remains |GpεBtq2ψ|Ht0 to be controlled. We use Proposition A.1 to write, with s “ t0 ` 1{2,
|GpεBtq2ψ|Ht0 ď µ3{4Mpt0 ` 1q|PpεBtq2ψ|Ht0`1
and we use the previous technique to prove that |PpεBtq2ψ|Ht0`1 ď C2pKq.
Combining all these results, one can control all term of Bta in L8 norm by C2pKq, and one get the
desired result:
|Bta|L8pRdq ď C2pKq.
It is now easy to get
|1
2
ppBtaqζpkq, ζpkqq2| ď C2pKq|ζpkq|22
ď C2pKq.
- Control of A4 The fact that we get an εBt derivative here, and not only a Bt derivative is essential
here. The first term involves terms of the form
pdGpζpjqqψplq, ψpkqq2
with j, l ď N and the Proposition A.4 with s “ 0 allows to control them by C2pKq. The second term
of A4 involves
1
B0
∇γζpkq and ζpkq terms, which are controlled in L2 norm, and other L8 terms (see the
control of A2 for example). There is no other difficulty than computation, to control A2 by C2pKq.
-Control of B1 The control of the first term requires a classical symmetry trick. We write, by
integrating by parts,
pV ¨∇γζpαq, aζpαqq2 “ ´pζpαq,∇γ ¨ paζpαqV qq2
“ ´pζpαq,∇γ ¨ paV qζpαqq2 ´ pζpαq, aV ¨∇γζpαqq2
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and thus one gets
pV ¨∇γζpαq, aζpαqq2 “ ´
1
2
pζpαq,∇γ ¨ paV qζpαqq2.
We can use the same technique as in the control of A3 to get
|∇γ ¨ paV q|L8pRdq ď C2pKq
and we then get that
|pV ¨∇γζpαq, aζpαqq2| ď |∇γ ¨ paV q|L8pRdq|ζpkq|22
ď C2pKq.
It is the same trick for the second term. Using the symmetry of K, we write
1
B0
pV∇γ ¨ p∇γζpkqq,Kpε
?
µ∇γζq∇γζpkqq2 “
1
B0
p∇γ ¨ p∇γζpkqq,Kpε
?
µ∇γζqV ¨∇γζpkqq2
and, by integrating by parts,
1
B0
pV∇γ ¨ p∇γζpkqq,Kpε
?
µ∇γζq∇γζpkqq2 “ ´
1
B0
p∇γζpkq,∇γ ¨ pKpε
?
µ∇γζqV q∇γζpkqq2
´ 1
B0
p∇γζpkq,Kpε?µ∇γζqV∇γ ¨ p∇γζpkqqq2
“ ´ 1
B0
p∇γζpkq,∇γ ¨ pKpε
?
µ∇γζqV q∇γζpkqq2
´ 1
B0
pV∇γ ¨ p∇γζpkqq,Kpε
?
µ∇γζq∇γζpkqq2
and thus
1
B0
pV∇γ ¨ p∇γζpkqq,Kpε
?
µ∇γζq∇γζpkqq2 “ ´
1
2B0
p∇γζpkq,∇γ ¨ pKpε
?
µ∇γζqV q∇γζpkqq2.
We can then use the same type of computation as for the control of A2 to show that
∇
γ ¨ pKpε?µ∇γζqV q P L8pRdq
with a C2pKq bound, and finally we get, by Cauchy-Schwartz’s inequality
| 1
B0
pV∇γ ¨ p∇γζpkqq,Kpε
?
µ∇γζq∇γζpkqq2| ď C2pKq
1
B0
|∇γζpkq|2
ď C2pKq.
- Control of B2 For the first term, we write
pV ¨∇γψpkq,
1
µ
dGpεBtζqψpk´1qq “ p
∇γ
p1`?µ|Dγ |q1{2ψpkq, p1`
?
µ|Dγ |q1{2pV 1
µ
dGpεBtqψpk´1qq
and we deduce with Cauchy-Schwartz inequality that this quantity is bounded in absolute value by
|V |Ht0 |Pψpkq|2p
1
µ
|dGpεBtζqψpk´1q|2 ` µ´3{4|dGpεBtζq|H1{2 q.
We now use Proposition (A.5) to control this term by C2pKq. The second term of B2 is controlled by
using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
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-Control of B3 We use the control |a|L8pRdq ď C2pKq and the control over Rk given by (2.22) to get,
with Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
|pRk, aζpkqq2| ď |a|L8pRdq|Rk|2|ζpkq|2
ď C2pKq.
- Control of B4 It is a direct use of Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Proposition A.4, and the control
over Rk and Sk given by (2.22).
- Control of B5 To control this term, we use a direct application of Proposition A.6 to write
|pV ¨∇γψpkq, 1
µ
Gψpkqq2| ďM |V |W 1,8 |Pψpkq|22
ď C2pKq.
- Control of B6 We use Proposition A.2 with s “ 0 to get
|pSk, 1
µ
Gψpkqq2| ď µM0|PSk|2|Pψpkq|2
ď C2pKq
where we used the control over Sk given by (2.22) to derive the last inequality.
- Synthesis We proved that
d
dt
pEk ` Fkq ď C2pKq
and thus we get by integrating in time:
@t P r0;T εs, pEk ` Fkqptq ď C2pKqt` C0
where C0 only depends on the initial energy. It is easy to get that
|Fk| ď C2pKqε
and thus
@t P r0;T εs, Ekptq ď C2pKqpt` εq ` C0
Thanks to the equivalence between Ek and the initial energy for this problem E
k
σ , introduced for Theorem
2.2 by (2.14), proved in Remark 2.9, we conclude to the desired result :
@t P r0;T εs,@0 ď k ď N, |ζpkq|H1σ ` |Pψpkq|2 ď C2pKqpt` εq ` C0
l
The Proposition 2.7 gives the desired estimate of the form (2.18) for time derivatives (more precisely,
for |ζpkq|H1σ ` |Pψpkq|2). We want to recover the same estimate for space derivatives, using directly the
equation (2.12). To this purpose, one has to make precisely the link between the H1 norm of Pψpkq and
the H1σ norm of ζpk`1q. This is the point of the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.10 For all 0 ď |α| ď N , one has:
|Pψpα,kq|2 ` |ζpα,kq|H1σ ď C1pKqpt` εq ` C0
where C0 only depends on the initial energy of the unknowns, for all 0 ď k ď N ´ |α|.
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Proof of Lemma 2.10 The proof is done by induction on |α|. For |α| “ 0 it is the Lemma 2.7.
Assume that the result is true for |α| ´ 1, with |α| ě 1. Let 0 ď k ď N ´ |α|. We start to give an
evolution equation in term of unknowns ζpα,kq and ψpα,kq :
$’&’%
Btζpα,kq ` V ¨∇γζpα,kq ´
1
µε
Gψpα,kq ´
1
µε
ÿ
dGpBl1βb, ..., Bliβb, Bm1εζ, ..., BmjεζqBδψ
Btψpα,kq ` V ¨∇γψpα,kq `
1
ε
aζpα,kq ´
1
εB0
∇
γ ¨Kp?µ∇γζq∇γζpα,kq `Kpαqrε
?
µ∇γζsζx­pα,kqy “ Sk
(2.26)
where the summation in the first equation is over the index pi, j, l1, ..., lj ,m1, ...,mj , δq satisfying
1 ď i` j, |l1 ` ...` li `m1 ` ...`mj | ` δ “ |α| ` k.
We used the notation
pζx­pα,kqy “ pζpqα1q, ..., ζpqαdq, ζpα,k´1qq
with qαj “ α´ ej , where ej denote the unit vector in the j-th direction of Rd, and where
|PSk|2 ď C1pKq.
This system is very similar to the evolution equation (2.21) in term of unknowns ζpkq, ψpkq, except that
the space derivatives of the bottom b appears from the derivation of Gψ, and the same goes for the space
derivatives of ζ in the derivation of the surface tension term κγ . Now, using Proposition 2.4, one can
write :
|Pψpα,kq|22 ` |ζpα,kq|2H1σ ď C1pKq
1
µ
`
Gψpα,kq, ψpα,kqq2 ` paζpα,kq ´
1
B0
∇
γ
Kp?µε∇γζq∇γζpα,kq, ζpα,kqq2
˘
We now use the evolution equation (2.26) in order to express ψpα,kq and ζpα,kq with respect to time
derivatives plus over terms of size ε:
|Pψpα,kq|22 ` |ζpα,kq|2H1σ ď C1pKq
ˆ
εBtζpα,kq ` εV ¨∇γζpα,kq
´ 1
µ
ÿ
dGpBl1βb, ..., Bliβb, Bm1εζ, ..., BmjεζqBδψ, ψpα,kq
˙
2
`
ˆ
´ εBtψpα,kq ´ εV ¨∇γψpkq ´ ε
B0
Kpα, kqr?µ∇γζsζx­pα,kqy ` Sk, ζpα,kq
˙
2
.
(2.27)
Let us control the first term of the r.h.s. of (2.27). One has to express this term with respect to
Pψpα,kq. To this purpose, we assume for convenience that α1 ‰ 0 (recall that |α| ě 1q. One computes :
|pεBtζpα,kq, ψpα,kqq2| “ pBαζpk`1q, ψpα,kqq2|
“ |pBα´e1ζpk`1q, Be1ψpα,kqq2|
ď p|ζpα´e1,k`1q|, ||Dγ |ψpα,kq|q2
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ p1 `
?
µ|Dγ |q1{2
p1` 1?
B0
|Dγ |q p1 `
1?
B0
|Dγ |qζpα´e1,k`1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
ˇˇˇˇ |Dγ |
p1`?µ|Dγ |q1{2ψpα,kq
ˇˇˇˇ
2
Now, remark that
p1 `?µ|Dγ |q1{2
p1` 1?
B0
|Dγ |q ď CpB0µq
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where CpB0µq is a constant that only depends on B0µ (recall here that 0 ď γ ď 1 and the definition of
|Dγ | given in section 1.3). It comes:
pεBtζpα,kq, ψpα,kqq2 ď C1pKq|ζpα´e1,k`1q|H1σ |Pψpα,kq|2
ď pC1pKqpt` εq ` C0q|Pψpα,kq|2
where we used the induction assumption to control |ζpα´e1,k`1q|H1σ , since |α´ e1| ď |α| ´ 1.
For the control of the third term of the r.h.s. of (2.27), one can prove, using Proposition A.4 that for
j ‰ 0, one has (see also [11] Chapter 4 for details):
1
µ
pdGpBl1βb, ..., Bliβb, Bm1εζ, ..., BmjεζqBδψ, ψpα,kqq2 “ εR
with
R ď C1pKq.
For j “ 0, we use again Proposition A.4 to write :
1
µ
pdGpBl1βb, ..., BliβbqBδψ, ψpα,kqq2 ď C1pKq|Bl1βb|Ht0 ...|Bliβb|Ht0 |PBδψ|2|Pψpα,kq|2
Now, recall that b P HN`1_t0`1. In order to prove that this last term is controlled by C1pKqpt` εq`C0,
one computes, using the definition of ψpαq given by (2.13):
|PBδψ|2 ď |Pψpδq|2 ` ε|Pwζpδq|2
ď |Pψpδq|2 ` ε|w|Ht0 |ζpδq|H1
where we used the identity |Pf |2 ď |f |H1 . Now, the Proposition A.1 gives |w| ď µ3{4C1pKq|Pψ|Ht0`3{2 .
One can use the induction assumption, because the term ψpδq only contains spatial derivatives of ψ of
order less than |α| ´ 1 due to the fact that i ě 1 (the only term with spatial derivative of order |α| of ψ
that appears in the system (2.26) is Gψpα,kq). One gets :
|PBδψ|2 ď C1pKqpt` εq ` C0,
and finally
pdGpBl1βb, ..., Bliβb, Bm1εζ, ..., BmjεζqBδψ, ψpα,kqq2 ď
`
C1pKqpt` εq ` C0
˘|Pψpα,kq|.
Now, we focus on the most difficult remaining term of (2.27), which is p´εBtψpα,kq, ζpα,kqq2. One uses
the definition of ψpα,kq given by (2.13) ψpα,kq “ BαpεBtqkψ ´ εwBαpεBtqkζ to write :
|pεBtψpα,kq, ζpα,kqq2| “ |pB1ψpα´e1,k`1q, ζpα,kqq2 ` pεpB1wqζpα´e1,k`1q ´ pεBtqpεwqζpα,kq, ζpα,kqq2|
ď |Pψpα´e1,k`1q|2|p
1`?µ|Dγ |q1{2
1` 1?
B0
|Dγ | p1`
1?
B0
|Dγ |qζpα,kq|2 ` εC1pKq
We now use the induction assumption to control |Pψpα´e1,k`1q|2 by C1pKqpt ` εq ` C0, and the
identity
p1 `?µ|Dγ |q1{2
p1` 1?
B0
|Dγ |q ď CpB0µq
where CpB0µq is a constant that only depends on B0µ. One gets:
|pεBtψpα,kq, ζpα,kqq2| ď pC1pKqpt` εq ` C0qp1` |ζpα,kq|H1σ q
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To conclude, we proved :
|ψpα,kq|2 ` |ζpα,kq|2H1σ ď pC1pKqpt` εq ` C0qp1 ` |ψpα,kq|2 ` |ζpα,kq|H1σ q
and one can use the Young’s inequality to get the desired estimate, and the Lemma 2.10 is true at rank
|α|.
l
According to the definition of ENσ pUq given by (2.14), there is a remaining term to be controlled: it
is |Pψ|Ht0`3{2 . The control can be done as follows: let r0 be such that t0 ` 3{2 ď r0 ď N ´ 1. We have,
for all r P Nd`1, |r| “ r0,
|PBrψ|2 ď |Pψprq|2 ` ε|PwBrζ|2
with the definition of ψprq. The first term of the right hand side is controlled by previous estimates. For
the second term, we use again the same technique as in the control of A4 to write
|PBrψ|2 ď C1pKqt` C0 ` εµ´1{4|wBrζ|H1{2
ď C1pKqt` C0 ` εµ´1{4|w|Ht0`1{2 |ζ|HN
ď C1pKqt` C0 ` εµ´1{4µ3{4|Pψ|Ht0`1
ď C1pKqt` C0 ` εC1pKq.
The result then comes from the identity
|Pψ|Ht0`3{2 ď |Pψ|Hr0 À |Pψ|2 `
ÿ
|r|“r0
|PBrψ|2.
Finally, we prove
E
N pUqptq ď C0 ` C1pKqpt` εq
for all t in r0;Tεs, which closes the proof of Proposition 2.4.
l
We can now prove Theorem 2.2 by constructing an existence time for all solutions Uε of the system
(2.12), which does not depend on ε.
Proof of Theorem 2.2 We define
ε0 “ 1
2C1p2C0q .
Let fix a ε ď ε0. Let us consider
T ˚ε “ sup
tą0
tt, Uε exists on r0, ts and EN pUεqptq ď 2C0, 1` εζptq ´ βb ě hmin{2, aptq ě a0{2 on r0, tsu.
We know that T ˚ε exists and that U
ε, solution to (1.5) exists on r0, T ˚ε s. The Proposition 2.4 gives the
following estimate:
EαpUεqptq ď C1pKqpt` εq ` C0 @t P r0, T ˚ε s .
We then consider
T0 “ 1
2C1p2C0q inft1, hminu.
Let us show that T0 ď T ˚ε . Suppose T ˚ε ă T0. First of all, let us prove that the condition over the height
1` εζ ´ βb is satisfied. One can write for all 0 ď t ď T0
p1 ` εζ ´ βbqptq “ p1` εζ ´ βbqp0q `
ż t
0
Btp1` εζ ´ βbqpsqds
ě p1` εζ ´ βbqp0q ´ t sup
sPr0;ts
|Btp1` εζ ´ βbq|L8pRdq
ě p1` εζ ´ βbqp0q ´ tC1pKq
ě hmin ´ T0Cp2C0q
ě hmin
2
.
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One can do the same for the Rayleigh-Taylor condition aptq ě a0
2
. Now, for the energy condition, we
would have for all t P r0, T ˚ε s:
EαpUεqptq ď C0 ` C1pKqpt` εq
ď C0 ` C1p2C0qpT ˚ε `
1
2C1p2C0q q
ă C0 ` C1p2C0qpT0 ` 1
2C1p2C0q q
ă 2C0
using the monotony of C and the definition of T ˚ε . We can therefore continue the solution to an interval”
0,ĂTε˚ ı such that
EαpUεqptq ď 2C0, @t P
”
0,ĂTε˚ ı
which contradicts the definition of T ˚ε . We then have T0 ď T ˚ε .
Conclusion: the solution Uε exists on the time interval r0;T0s.
l
2.5 Shallow Water limit
We discuss here the size of the existence time for solutions of the Water Waves equation (1.6) when the
shallowness parameter µ goes to zero. This regime corresponds to the Shallow Water model:
#
Btζ `∇γ ¨ phV q “ 0
BtV `∇γζ ` εpV ¨∇γqV “ 0
(2.28)
where h “ 1 ` εζ ´ βb is the height of the Water. Using the existence time given by Theorem 2.2, one
can deduce easily the following long time existence result for the Shallow Water problem, proved in [5]:
Theorem 2.11 Let t0 ą d{2. Let pV 0, ζ0q P Ht0`1pRdqd`1. Then, there exists T ą 0 and a unique
solution pV , ζq P Cpr0; T
ε
s;Ht0`1pRdqd`1q to the Shallow Water equation (2.28) with initial condition
pV 0, ζ0q, with
1
T
“ C1, and sup
tPr0;T
ε
s
|pζ, V qptq|Ht0`1pRdqd`1 “ C2
where Ci “ Cp 1hmin , |pζ0, V 0q|Ht0`1pRdqd`1q is a non decreasing function of its arguments.
The result of [5] can therefore be understood as a particular endpoint of our main result. It is important
to notice that the time existence provided here for the solutions of Shallow Water equations does not
depend on the bathymetric parameter β.
Proof Let us fix ε ą 0 during all the proof. We also set µB0 “ 1. We recall that Theorem 2.2 gives a
solution Uµ “ pζµ, ψµq to the Water Waves equation (1.6), on a time interval r0; T
ε
s with
1
T
“ C1 and sup
tPr0;T
ε
s
ÿ
|pα,kq|ďN
|Pψµpα,kq|2 ` |ζµpα,kq|2 “ C2 (2.29)
where Ci “ CpENσ pU0q, 1hmin , 1a0 , |b|HN`1_t0`1 , µB0q is a non decreasing function of its arguments.
We now need an asymptotic expansion of ∇γψµ and Gψµ with respect to the vertical mean of the
horizontal component of the velocity V “ ∇γΦ in shallow water:
Gψµ “ ´µ∇γ ¨ phµV µq and ∇γψµ “ V µ ` µR, (2.30)
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with |R|Ht0`1 ď C2 (recall that N ě t0 ` t0 _ 2 ` 3{2 with t0 ą d{2) and V µ “
1
hµ
ż εζ
´1`βb
V µpzqdz.
For a complete proof of this latter result, see [11] Chapter 3. Now, we take the first equation of (1.6),
and the gradient of the second equation of (1.6) and we replace Gψµ and ∇γψµ by the expressions given
by (2.30). The surface tension term is of size µ since 1
B0
“ µ. One can check that we get the following
equation, satisfied in the distribution sense of D1pr0; T
ε
s ˆ Rdq:
#
Btζµ `∇γ ¨ phµV µq
BtV µ ` εV µ ¨∇γV µ `∇γζµ “ µR
(2.31)
with |R|Ht0`1 ď C2. It is then easy to show that the sequences pV µqµ and pζµqµ are bounded in
W 1,8pr0; T
ε
s;Ht0`1pRdqq, using the bound given by (2.29). Therefore, up to a subsequence we get the
weak convergence of pV µ, ζµqµ and pζµqµ to an element pV , ζq P Cpr0; Tε s;Ht0`1pRdqd`1q. The weak
convergence of the linear terms of the equation (2.31) does not raise any difficulty. Since Ht0`1pRdq is
embedded in C1pRdq, we also get the convergence of the non linear terms in the equation (2.31). Finally,
the limit pV , ζq satisfies the Shallow Water equations (2.28) in the distribution sense of D1pr0; T
ε
s ˆRdq.
The uniqueness is classical for this kind of symmetrizable quasi-linear hyperbolic system, and is done for
instance in [18] Chapter XVI. l
Let us give a qualitative explanation of this latter result. We recall that Proposition 2.9 claims that
1
M0
|Pψ|2 ď pψ, 1
µ
Gψq2 ďM0|Pψ|22
where
P “ |D
γ |
p1 `?µ|Dγ |q1{2
and therefore 1
µ
G acts like an order one operator with respect to ψ. The idea of the proof for Theorem
2.2 is to get a "good" energy estimate for time derivatives:
1
2
|BtPψ|2 ` 1
2
|Btζ|2 ď CpKqtε` C0
and then use the equation to recover the same estimate for space derivatives. Using the first equation
Btζ “ 1µGψ, and the ellipticity of the order one operator 1µG would only provide us a gain of half a
space derivative for ψ (we already have an estimate for Pψ where P is of order 1{2). This is why
we need surface tension which provides an additional estimate for 1
B0
|Bt∇γζ|2, which leads to recover
exactly one space derivative in the estimate of ψ. In the shallow water regime, using (2.30), one gets
that 1
µ
Gψ „ ´∇γ ¨ ph∇γψq as µ goes to zero. Therefore, when µ goes to zero, 1
µ
Gψ goes to an order one
operator with respect to V “ ∇γψ. 1 Therefore, if one has a "good" estimate for time derivatives like
1
2
|Btζ|2 ` 1
2
|BtV |2 ď Ctε` C0
with C independent of ε, one can recover, using the first equation, a "good" estimate for ∇γ ¨ pV q. Using
the second equation to get the same good estimate for curlV , one can recover exactly one space derivative
of V in the estimates. And therefore, we does not need surface tension in this case. Moreover, the surface
tension term of size 1
B0
“ µ vanishes as µ goes to zero.
A The Dirichlet Neumann Operator
Here are for the sake of convenience some technical results about the Dirichlet Neumann operator, and
its estimates in Sobolev norms. See [11] Chapter 3 for complete proofs. The first two propositions give
a control of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator.
1Another way to see it is that in the limit µÑ 0, P must be seen as a first order operator (P „ |Dγ |) and the control
of Pψ gives the control of a full derivative of ψ.
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Proposition A.1 Let t0>d/2, 0 ď s ď t0 ` 3{2 and pζ, βq P Ht0`1 XHs`1{2pRdq such that
Dh0 ą 0,@X P Rd, εζpXq ´ βbpXq ` 1 ě h0
(1) The operator G maps continuously
.
Hs`1{2pRdq into Hs´1{2pRdq and one has
|Gψ|Hs´1{2 ď µ3{4Mps` 1{2q|Pψ|Hs ,
where Mps` 1{2q is a constant of the form Cp 1
h0
, |ζ|Ht0`1 , |b|Ht0`1 , |ζ|Hs`1{2 , |b|Hs`1{2q.
(2) The operator G maps continuously
.
Hs`1pRdq into Hs´1{2pRdq and one has
|Gψ|Hs´1{2 ď µMps` 1q|Pψ|Hs`1{2,
where Mps` 1q is a constant of the form Cp 1
h0
, |ζ|Ht0`1 , |b|Ht0`1 , |ζ|Hs`1 , |b|Hs`1q.
Moreover, it is possible to replace G by w in the previous result, where w “ Gψ`εµ∇γζ¨∇γψ
1`ε2µ|∇γζ|2 (vertical
component of the velocity U “ ∇X,zΦ at the surface).
Proposition A.2 Let t0 ą d{2, and 0 ď s ď t0 ` 1{2. Let also ζ, b P Ht0`1pRdq be such that
Dh0 ą 0,@X P Rd, 1` εζpXq ´ βbpXq ě h0
Then, for all ψ1, ψ2 P
.
Hs`1{2pRdq, we have
pΛsGψ1,Λsψ2q2 ď µM0|Pψ1|Hs |Pψ2|Hs ,
where M0 is a constant of the form Cp 1h0 , |ζ|Ht0`1 , |b|Ht0`1q.
The second result gives a control of the shape derivatives of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator. More
precisely, we define the open set Γ Ă Ht0`1pRdq2 as:
Γ “ tΓ “ pζ, bq P Ht0`1pRdq2, Dh0 ą 0,@X P Rd, εζpXq ` 1´ βbpXq ě h0u
and, given a ψ P
.
Hs`1{2pRdq, the mapping:
Grε¨, β¨s : Γ ÝÑ H
s´1{2pRdq
Γ “ pζ, bq ÞÝÑ Grεζ, βbsψ. (A.32)
We can prove the differentiability of this mapping. The following Theorem gives a very important explicit
formula for the first-order partial derivative of G with respect to ζ:
Theorem A.3 Let t0 ą d{2. Let Γ “ pζ, bq P Γ and ψ P
.
H3{2pRdq. Then, for all h P Ht0`1pRdq, one
has
dGphqψ “ ´εGphwq ´ εµ∇γ ¨ phV q,
with
w “ Gψ ` εµ∇
γζ ¨∇γψ
1` ε2µ|∇γζ|2 , and V “ ∇
γψ ´ εw∇γζ.
The following result gives estimates of the derivatives of the mapping (A.32).
Proposition A.4 Let t0>d/2, 0 ď s ď t0 ` 1{2 and pζ, βq P Ht0`1pRdq such that:
Dh0 ą 0,@X P Rd, εζpXq ´ βbpXq ` 1 ě h0
Then, for all ψ1, ψ2 P
.
Hs`1{2pRdq, for all ph, kq P Ht0`1pRdq one has
|pΛsdjGph, kqψ1,Λsψ2q| ď µM0
jź
m“1
|pεhm, βkmq|Ht0`1 |Pψ1|s|Pψ2|s,
where M0 is a constant of the form Cp 1h0 , |ζ|Ht0`1 , |b|Ht0`1q.
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The following Proposition gives the same type of estimate that the previous one:
Proposition A.5 Let t0 ą d{2 and pζ, bq P Ht0`1 be such that
Dh0 ą 0,@X P Rd, εζpXq ´ βbpXq ` 1 ě h0.
Then, for all 0 ď s ď t0 ` 1{2,
|djGph, kqψ|Hs´1{2 ďM0µ3{4
jź
m“1
|pεhm, βkmq|Ht0`1 |Pψ|Hs
We need the following commutator estimate:
Proposition A.6 Let t0 ą d{2 and ζ, b P Ht0`2pRdq such that:
Dh0 ą 0,@X P Rd, εζpXq ´ βbpXq ` 1 ě h0
For all V P Ht0`1pRdq2 and u P H1{2pRdq, one has
ppV ¨∇γuq, 1
µ
Guq ďM |V |W 1,8 |Pu|22,
where M is a constant of the form Cp 1
h0
, |ζ|Ht0`2 , |b|Ht0`2q.
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